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Vivergo Project
Instructions for modelling of various types of Victaulic Coupling Issue 6, SEB, 15/Jul/12

These are a consolidation of the "old" instructions (given as replies to queries) and the latest info' from Victaulic.

Rigid Coupling Style-07 (for CS lines DN � 12" & for SS lines DN1.5" (sch5s))

Allowable loads : "old" catalogue information part superseded by "new" e-m from Vict' dated 14/06/12 & handover at 
meeting 28/06/12 for the 1.5" size only, and by "test" e-m from Vic' dated 05/07/12.
Use the higher of the "old" and "new" as highlighted below :

"old" ref' only
"new" "new" "new" Bending Moment Pressure Stress in pipe

Size Axial Load(N) Shear Load(N) Bending Moment(Nm) (Nm) at 7.6barg rating (barg) (MPa)
1.5" 5050 --- 80 44 27.5 30
2" 14775 1780 949 190 51.8 103
3" 32105 3560 1220 609 51.8 43
4" 53065 4450 2034 1294 51.8 39
6" 107380 7120 4203 3805 48.3 30
8" 155750 8900 6779 6960 41.3 29
10" 202030 12460 9084 10758 34.5 26
12" 226950 16020 13829 13277 27.5 22

The "new" axial load includes that due to pressure. The "new" loadings may be applied simultaneously.

A "test" allowable bending moment is available for these coupling(s) :
"test" "test"

Size Bending Moment(Nm) Pressure (barg)
12" 17500 12.2 27

To use the "test" allowable :
Calculate the equivalent_pressure = design_pressure + (4*axial_force)÷(�*D^2)
If equivalent_pressure � "test" pressure, then use the "test" allowable bending moment.
If equivalent_pressure > "test" pressure, then use the "old" or "new" allowable bending moment.

Modelling

Coupling is rigid. Where critical e.g. local to equipment, a rigid element shall be modelled so that the 
small stiffening effect of the coupling is included. 

Tick the "flange" tick-box, and select pressure-equivalent method, so that the summary of loads at the
flanges is printed; the flanges are checked against the "old" loads; where "fail" is shown, check against the 
"new" or "test" loads shown above.

See example model input on page 7.

Loads for use in CS lines are for sch30 pipe in sizes 8" 10" 12" and for standard pipe in other sizes.

K:\Shared\Ped\Vivergo-PED\Stress+Supports\Victaulic Info'\Vivergo_Vic_Couplings_Allow_Load_Summary_6.xls
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Rigid Coupling Style-W07 (for CS lines 14" � DN � 24")

Allowable loads : "old" catalogue information superseded by "new" e-m from Vict' dated 08/06/12 :

"New" loads : ref' only
where the axial F is compressive (it usually is) : Ref only M (Nm) Stress in pipe
(M in Nm, F in N) at 7.6barg with F = "-size"kN for "new" M

Size interaction formula "new" "old" (MPa)
14" M + 0.31F < or = 35489 31149 16607 36
16" M + 0.44F < or = 52948 45908 24557 40
18" M + 0.63F < or = 73068 61728 34708 42
20" M + 0.82F < or = 103642 87242 47329 48
24" M + 1.24F < or = 148010 118250 81208 45

"New" loads :
where the axial F is tensile : Ref only M (Nm) 
(M in Nm, F in N) at 7.6barg with F = "+size"kN

Size interaction formula "new" "old"
14" M + 0.12F < or = 35489 33809 14118
16" M + 0.14F < or = 52948 50708 21306
18" M + 0.16F < or = 73068 70188 30594
20" M + 0.19F < or = 103642 99842 42249
24" M + 0.24F < or = 148010 142250 73888

Thes "new" loadings include pressure at 10barg, and M and F are linked by the interaction formula.

Modelling

Coupling is rigid. Where critical e.g. local to equipment, a rigid element shall be modelled so that the 
small stiffening effect of the coupling is included. 

Note that the pressure rating is 25.0barg for all sizes.

Tick the "flange" tick-box, and select pressure-equivalent method, so that the summary of loads at the
flanges is printed; the flanges are checked against the "old" loads; where "fail" is shown, check using the 
"new" formula shown above; assume that the axial force F is compressive.

See example model input on page 7.
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Rigid Coupling Style-89 (for SS lines 2" � DN � 12")

Allowable loads : "old" catalogue information superseded by "new" e-m from Vict' dated 19/06/12 & 25/06/12, 
and by "test" e-ms from Vic' dated 02/07/12, 06/07/12, 11/07/12.
Use the higher of the "old" and "new" as highlighted below :

"old" ref' only
"new" "new" "new" Bending Moment Stress in pipe

Size Axial Load(N) Shear Load(N) Bending Moment(Nm) (Nm) at 7.6barg (MPa)
2" 9000 975 450 27 104
3" 25650 3125 825 180 48
4" 42475 3800 1175 383 41
6" 76750 6125 2175 1221 31
8" 90975 7575 3325 2695 25
10" 141300 10700 4350 5219 22
12" 198775 13800 7050 8707 24

The "new" axial load includes that due to pressure. The "new" loadings may be applied simultaneously.

A "test" allowable bending moment is available for these coupling(s) :
"test" "test"

Size Bending Moment(Nm) Pressure (barg)
3" 1400 10.0 82
3" 1750 7.1 103
4" 2800 16.4 97
4" 3300 9.2 114
6" 2900 9.6 41
6" 3900 2.0 55
8" 5000 18.0 37
8" 5700 9.2 42
10" 6800 8.4 29

To use the "test" allowable :
Calculate the equivalent_pressure = design_pressure + (4*axial_force)÷(�*D^2)
If equivalent_pressure � "test" pressure, then use the "test" allowable bending moment.
If equivalent_pressure > "test" pressure, then use the "old" or "new" allowable bending moment.

Modelling

Coupling is rigid. Where critical e.g. local to equipment, a rigid element shall be modelled so that the 
small stiffening effect of the coupling is included. 

Tick the "flange" tick-box, and select pressure-equivalent method, so that the summary of loads at the .
flanges is printed; the flanges are checked against the "old" loads; where "fail" is shown, check against the 
"new" or "test" loads shown above.

Note that the pressure rating is 13.8barg for 2" size (sch5s pipe) and 20.7barg for 3" to 12" sizes (sch10s pipe).

See example model input on page 6.

V.C. styles W07 89 are described as rigid. However, 
the joints are not truly rigid until pressurised. This can 
result in deflections or rotational creep effects in the 
cold condition that are not predicted by Caesar 
analysis. This should be considered during the design 
stage for the location of supports. 
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Flexible Coupling Style-770 (for CS lines 26" � DN � 42")

Allowable loads : "old" catalogue information superseded by "new" e-m from Vict' dated 07/06/12. Use 
the higher of the "old" and "new" as highlighted below :

"New" loads : M (kNm) at 7.6barg ref' only
(M in kNm, F in kN) with F = "-size"kN Pressure Stress in pipe

Size interaction formula "new" "old" rating (barg) (MPa)
26" --- --- 107.2 25.8 34
28" M + 0.25F < or = 83.5 76.5 111.6 22.7 31
32" M + 0.28F < or = 116.8 107.8 115.1 17.9 24
36" M + 0.32F < or = 140.7 129.2 101.2 13.8 21
42" M + 0.27F < or = 103.1 91.8 68.4 10.0 11

These "new" loadings include pressure at 10barg, and M and F are linked by the interaction formula. The 
formula is for tensile (+ve) axial load as per verbal info' from Victaulic. 

The "old" loadings are based on the line loading at the interface between coupling and groove so that the 
line loading due to [pressure+force+moment] does not exceed that due to the rated pressure acting alone.

For reference only - at 7.6barg these couplings will rotate only after the "old" allowable load is exceeded, if the
design_pressure < rated_pressure ÷ 3, the coupling will rotate before the "old" allowable load is reached.

Modelling

Coupling is flexible, so it extends when pressurised, and will rotate if the yield-moment is exceeded.
Reminder : yield-moment = 1.0 x 3.14159 x R^3 x P for bending moment (each axis)
Reminder : yield-moment = � x 3.14159 x R^3 x P for torsional moment, recommended to use � = 1.0
The yield-moment for bending was given by Victaulic in meeting 27/06/12; "old" was 1.5 x , "new" is 1.0 x .

To model the extension due to pressure :
Use "zero length EJ" element and axial restraint with gap (use nominal value from the catalogue)

To model the rotation of the coupling :
Use RX2, RY2, or RZ2 restraint, as appropriate, for each bending axis and for the torsion axis.
If coupling is assumed to be rigid about the torsion axis, the restraint may be omitted and the 
torsional stiffness of the EJ set to rigid; likewise with the bending.

To check that the rotation of the coupling does not exceed the allowable :
Use RX, RY, or RZ restraint, as appropriate, with angular gap  (use 75% x nominal value

 from the catalogue), for each bending axis.
If the yield-moment exceeds the allowable moment, the rotation part of the above modelling may be omitted.

Tick the "flange" tick-box, and select pressure-equivalent method, so that the summary of loads at the
flanges is printed; the flanges are checked against the "old" loads; where "fail" is shown for sizes 36" and 42", 
check against the "new" loads above, where "fail" is shown against other sizes and the force is compressive, 
check using the formula : 
rated_pressure > design_pressure + (16*M)÷(�*D^3) + (4*F)÷(�*D^2), where a compressive force is negative.

See example model input on page 5
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Flexible Coupling Style-77 (for CS lines < DN14")

Allowable loads : Use the "old" catalogue information, as checked by the current spreadsheet.

Ref' only Allowable gap Ref' only Pressure 
Size yield-moment (Nm) at 7.6barg angulation (°) (mm) "old" M (Nm) at 7.6barg rating (barg)
2" 66 0.76 1.6 265 69.0
3" 210 0.52 1.6 847 69.0
4" 446 1.20 3.2 1800 69.0
6" 1423 0.81 3.2 5747 69.0
8" 3139 0.63 3.2 9789 55.0
10" 6079 0.50 3.2 18957 55.0
12" 10142 0.43 3.2 31626 55.0

Modelling

Coupling is flexible, so it extends when pressurised, and will rotate if the yield-moment is exceeded.
Reminder : yield-moment = 1.0 x 3.14159 x R^3 x P for bending moment (each axis)
Reminder : yield-moment = � x 3.14159 x R^3 x P for torsional moment, recommended to use � = 1.0
The yield-moment for bending was given by Victaulic in meeting 27/06/12; "old" was 1.5 x , "new" is 1.0 x .

To model the extension due to pressure :
Use "zero length EJ" element and axial restraint with gap (see table above)

To model the rotation of the coupling :
Use RX2, RY2, or RZ2 restraint, as appropriate, for each bending axis and for the torsion axis.
If coupling is assumed to be rigid about the torsion axis, the restraint may be omitted and the 
torsional stiffness of the EJ set to rigid; likewise with the bending.

To check that the rotation of the coupling does not exceed the allowable :
Use RX, RY, or RZ restraint, as appropriate, with ang' gap (see table above), for each bending axis.

If the yield-moment exceeds the allowable moment, the rotation part of the above modelling may be omitted.

Tick the "flange" tick-box, and select pressure-equivalent method, so that the summary of loads at the .
flanges is printed; the flanges are checked against the "old" loads.

See example model input on page 5

For reference only - at 7.6barg these couplings will rotate before the allowable load is reached.
If the design_pressure > rated_pressure ÷ 3, the coupling will rotate only after the allowable load is exceeded.

Flexible Coupling Style-W77  (for CS lines 14" � DN � 24")

Allowable loads : Use the "old" catalogue information, as checked by the current spreadsheet.
Pressure 

Ref only Allowable gap Ref only
Size yield-moment (kNm) at 7.6barg angulation (°) (mm) "old" BM at 7.6barg rating (barg)
14" 13.4 0.55 4.6 15.4 25.0
16" 20.0 0.47 4.6 22.9 25.0
18" 28.5 0.43 4.6 32.7 25.0
20" 39.1 0.38 4.6 44.8 25.0
24" 67.6 0.32 4.6 77.4 25.0

Modelling

As Style-77.

For reference only - at 7.6barg these couplings will rotate before the allowable load is reached.
If the design_pressure > rated_pressure ÷ 3, the coupling will rotate only after the allowable load is exceeded.
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Example of model of flexible victaulic coupling

The example of model of flexible V.C. on page 6 is for Caesar version 5.1. 
If you are using version 5.3, please note that Intergraph have "improved" the 
program so that it is impossible to add a restraint on an element that is 
modelling a zero-length expansion joint (hinge). So in the example, element 
30-31, the restraint description must be moved to element 20-30, otherwise 
the model will not run (it will halt with a strange error during the analysis 
phase, not during the error checking phase). This "improvement" will make 
the modelling a little more difficult. 
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Example of model of rigid victaulic coupling
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